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OUR VISION
A South Africa without hunger.

OUR MISSION
To reduce hunger in South Africa by safely and
cost-effectively securing quality food and
making it available to those who need it.
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CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE
As I sit to write this report I am deeply mindful of the fact that the superlatives to
describe the 2020/2021 financial year have all been used. Given the nature of the
year, relative to our experiences as a generation, it should not be a surprise that all
I can muster is, “This was no ordinary year.”
The 2020/2021 financial year was the worst of years and the best of years.
The worst of years because, we have lost dear and close friends, siblings, parents,
children and relatives. At times we became numb to the death count. We endure all
the stages of trauma and loss. There are times when we do not want to talk about
what is going on around us because we have nothing new to say as we battle to
make sense of it all. We empathised with people and we feel hollow because there
is so little we can say to make things better.
It was the worst of times and we soon learnt to avoid saying, “things cannot get any
worse”, because they did get worse, a whole lot worse, before it gets better.
It was the worst of times because in many instances our worst fears got confirmed
and left us with more uncertainty and shock, despite our desire to remain optimistic
and forward looking.

The 2020/2021
financial year was the
worst of years and the
best of years.
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Yet it was also the best of times.
Living beings are tested in times of crisis and they either survive and learn to thrive
on the back of a crisis or they perish and as a species they become extinct.
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2020 was such a time for humanity, for South Africans and for FoodForward SA.
It revealed the deep fissures in our society, it revealed that the most basic right
of humans viz. access to food and nourishment is a luxury for far too few of our
fellow citizens.
On the back of the crisis South Africans rose to the challenge and resolved that this
was not the hill we would perish on as a nation.
With limited freedom of movement, with businesses and workplaces closing and
the consequent inability of so many of our fellow citizens to work and access food,
the Covid-19 pandemic quickly moved from a pandemic to the possibility of a
humanitarian crisis.

The generosity
of individuals,
businesses, and
organisations was
demonstrated in
abundance.

It is during this time that the true heart and soul of SA was revealed. The generosity
of individuals, businesses, and organisations was demonstrated in abundance. The
realisation that our collective prosperity was dependent on the certainty that all
who were in need mattered and were provided for.
Foodforward SA is grateful for our friends and supporters who stepped up
exponentially to the challenge with contributions of food, funds, and time.
The organisations who partner with FFSA in our continued belief that hunger in
SA will be eradicated in our lifetime, stood up to be counted. They aligned their
organisations to survive their own existential crisis and be available to lighten the
burden of South Africa.
FoodForward SA was inundated with offers for help. We were grateful to be in a
position to answer the call of the Solidarity Fund to reach the most vulnerable.
Despite the risk to their own lives and the safety of their families, our staff continued
to distribute food throughout the uncertainty, and scaled up operations to meet the
growing demand for food.

Chairman’s Message
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It was the best of times, because the true, kind empathetic nature of the real South Africa was given
an opportunity to shine.
FoodForward SA was also placed in the position where we had to learn fast as we coped with a scale
and volume not seen in our existence before now.
Prior to the pandemic, FFSA supported approximately 255,000 people daily through 670 beneficiary
organisations. During the year under review, we fed 475,000 people daily through a network of 1,000
beneficiary organisations. This was a significant step up for FFSA and I am pleased to report that it has
advanced our capacity and reach to the point that we now operate in all the provinces of SA and have
17 Mobile Rural Depots (MRDs) where we serve vulnerable rural and peri-urban communities with food
each month.
We are encouraged by the realisation of many South Africans that together we can fundamentally
change lives, we can give hope and we can restore dignity that empowers people to be fully functioning
and contributing members of our society no matter who or where they are.
The board of Directors of FFSA owe Andy Du Plessis, our managing director, and his team a huge debt
of gratitude for the commitment to the cause we serve, despite immense odds. We owe our donors an
equal measure of gratitude for their support and encouragement during testing times.
This was no ordinary year, and as a consequence of the way we all showed up for this crisis I am
comfortable in declaring that FFSA is no ordinary organisation and this is no ordinary country.
The real heart of this country is one of care, empathy and a vision, based on the realisation that we are
all dependent on each other. I remain convinced that this too shall pass, that this will be a seminal point
in the modern history of our country, that the generations to come will reflect on this period of our
evolution, when South Africans gave substance to what it is to be a nation with a firm resolve to thrive.
Crispin Sonn
Chairperson of FoodForward SA
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MANAGING DIRECTOR’S YEAR
IN REVIEW
The devastating impact of the Covid-19 pandemic that left millions of people destitute
overnight was unprecedented in South Africa’s history. I remember thinking long
and hard about an appropriate FoodForward SA response to the vast amounts of
vulnerable people living in fear and who are anxious about how they will survive and
look after their families. Not only were millions of people not able to secure food for
their families, but the mental health deprivation that followed worsened their ability to
cope. This is what prompted FoodForward SA to scale up rapidly.
FoodForward SA immediately received the necessary certificates to operate as
an essential service. We released a public appeal for R50 million, to support our
ambitious growth plan. The response was phenomenal. Within weeks, we doubled
our operations and increased our reach. Within two months, we scaled from
operating in five provinces to serving vulnerable people in all nine provinces.
Thanks to generous and caring donors, like the Solidarity Fund, we managed to
purchase more vehicles, secure larger warehouses, distribute large donations of
food and non-food groceries to vulnerable people and provide more than 100,000
food parcels to families in need – during a level 5 lock down.
Our Beneficiary Organisation (BO) population grew from 673 to nearly 1,000, by
the end of the financial year. The number of beneficiaries collectively reached daily
through this BO network grew from 255,000 to 475,000. The amount of food we
redistributed increased from 5,115 to 7,215 tons. The number of meals grew from
20 million in the previous year to 29 million meals, while the cost per meal remained
steady at R0,85.

We were able to grow
our MRD programme
from supporting
6 vulnerable
communities to 17.

Managing Director’s Year in Review
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Given that rural food insecurity was even more severe in several under-served municipalities, we were
able to grow our Mobile Rural Depot (MRD) programme from supporting 6 vulnerable communities to
17, by the end of the financial year. Special thanks to Engen for the fuel sponsorship that allowed for this
expansion, and Unitrans for servicing our vehicles.
Scaling our food security response rapidly also required innovative and cost-effective solutions. FoodShare
ticks both of these boxes and I am delighted to report that FoodShare has an exciting new retail partner
on board – Woolworths. We’re hoping to have all Woolworths stores, nationally, on FoodShare, during the
course of 2021.
Another area where we have seen exciting growth is with our Second Harvest programme, working with
farmers to recover their post-harvest surpluses, so that we can increase the nutritional value and variety
of the food we supply our BOs. Standard Bank, through their OneFarm Share initiative, allows more
farmers to participate, by providing a platform where they can provide fruit, vegetables, maize and other
agri products at preferential rates and where they can donate their post-harvest surpluses. Managed
through HelloChoice, an online agri marketplace, we are seeing more farmers, especially emerging
farmers, partnering with OneFarm Share.
Several recent reports are confirming that, because of the Covid-19 pandemic causing huge job losses
and huge increases in food and transport costs, more than half of South Africa’s population can’t afford
to buy basic food items. A basic food basket for a family of four costs around R2,500. Since the poor spend
between 30% to 40% of their income on food, they need a combined household income of more than
R7,500. The sad reality is that more than half of our population live below the Stats SA upper-bound poverty
line of less that R810 per month. For this reason, we partnered with the Western Cape Department of
Health, along with nearly 100 BOs across the country, to provide nutritious food parcels that get delivered
directly to the door of food-insecure chronic patients, indigent families, pregnant and nursing mothers,
and people living with TB, HIV and Aids. Nurses, social workers, and registered dieticians do home visits
and assessments and determine which families desperately need food. Each month, FoodForward SA
delivers 1,600 food parcels to vulnerable homes, benefitting nearly 10,000 people each month. Thank
you, Feed the Nation and The Global FoodBanking Network for your financial support which enabled the
fruition of this intervention.
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In order to manage our growth, while maintaining best practice standards of
operation, FoodForward SA’s staff complement also grew. Fortunately, thanks to
our TETA-accredited Youth Internship programme, we were able to absorb several
interns and offer them permanent employment. I am proud to report that these
interns, mostly young women, are making their mark in warehousing operations
and are excelling in the workplace.
During the course of the financial year, FoodForward SA commissioned an
independent study of the Social Return on Investment (SROI) impact of our
foodbanking model. The report concluded that for every R1 donated to FFSA,
R98,07 worth of SROI was generated. This demonstrates that FoodForward SA’s
mission-driven foodbanking ecosystem is a critical lever to accelerate growth
and optimise social returns. It is a valuable contributor towards building a more
inclusive and sustainable economy and provides a cost-effective pathway to help
eliminate the structural causes of poverty.

Each month,
FoodForward SA
delivers 1,600 food
parcels to vulnerable
homes, benefitting
nearly 10,000 people
each month.

It is my pleasure to recognise several corporates that have donated their services
pro bono or at preferential rates to FoodForward SA throughout the year, allowing
for significant savings which we are able to direct to our various programmes.
Thank you:
y Europcar, for sponsoring car hire for our staff that travel frequently
y CES Forklifts, for sponsoring additional forklifts when we need them
y Libra Vision, for the production of our corporate video and other
audio-visual materials
y Bowmans, for professional legal services
y CHEP, for providing all our handling equipment throughout our branch network
y Unitrans, for servicing our vehicles
y Century City Conference Centre, for the use of their conference facilities
y Happy Freight, for the use of their storage facilities

Managing Director’s Year in Review
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I would also like to extend thanks and appreciation to our board members, who
have been phenomenal in helping navigate our scaling up process and who ensure
that proper governance remains in place throughout our organisation.

Our primary objective
is to reach as many
food-insecure
people as we can,
in innovative and
cost-effective ways.

There is an old Chinese proverb that says, “Those who drink the water must
remember those who dug the well.” In this regard, it is important to recognise that
our ability to respond swiftly to the huge food security crisis across South Africa
was solely thanks to the thousands of generous corporate and individual donors
who wanted to help and who felt assured that their funds would be used to reach
the most vulnerable.
As the pandemic continues to wreak havoc, shed jobs, and negatively impact our
economy, our primary objective is to reach as many food-insecure people as we
can, in innovative and cost-effective ways. Your continued partnership, in working
towards this objective, is much appreciated.
Andy Du Plessis
Managing Director

THE NUMBERS
7,215
—

TONS OF FOOD
DISTRIBUTED

R133,800,255

R57,063,137

REVENUE

EXPENSES

R1 = R13,78

R46,25

LEVERAGE VALUE

FOOD VALUE P/KG

475,000

R208,026,175

R252,126,458

BENEFICIARIES
SERVED DAILY

TOTAL VALUE OF SECTION
18A TAX CERTIFICATES
ISSUED TO FOOD DONORS

TOTAL RETAIL VALUE
OF FOOD DONATED

29 MIL
—

—

—

MEALS

R0,85
—

COST PER MEAL

—

1,005

—

—

BENEFICIARY
ORGANISATIONS

—

—

—

The Numbers
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OUR
FOOTPRINT

LIMPOPO
NORTH WEST
PROVINCE

GAUTENG

MPUMALANGA

NORTHERN CAPE

FREE
STATE

KWAZULUNATAL

EASTERN CAPE

WESTERN CAPE
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OUR SOCIAL RETURN ON INVESTMENT
(SROI) STUDY

FoodForward SA commissioned Impact Amplifier to
conduct an independent assessment to determine
the social return on investment (SROI) – or ‘social
impact’ – of our foodbanking model. SROI studies help
organisations understand, measure and report on
their impact in terms of the social, environmental and
economic benefits experienced by all their stakeholders
and place a monetary value to each element.

R98,07
—
FOR EVERY R1 DONATED, R98,07
WORTH OF SROI IS GENERATED.

Our Social Return on Investment (SROI) study
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SOME OF THE KEY FINDINGS
Average kilograms of food
from FFSA per donation

Organisation categories
60%
50%

57%
400kg–500kg
27%

40%

35%

30%

600kg–
1000kg
2%

20%
10%
0%

12

500kg–600kg
14%

8%
Youth and
community
development
services

Educational
services
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Health care
services

300kg–400kg

0kg–50kg
5%

50kg–100kg
10%

22%
100kg–200kg
15%

More than
1 000kg
5%

FFSA food donations access

Source of food served
40%

34%

30%

Collection
from Mobile
Rural Depot

29%

Collection from
FFSA Warehouse
76%

8%

28%

20%

Local Store
Pickup
(FoodShare)

10%

16%

0%
Other

Own food
gardens

Donations
from other
organisations

Direct
purchases from
our own budget

Food donations
from FFSA

9%

Impact of FFSA food donations on BO budget
13% Neutral

87% Positively

Would attendance to your nonfeeding programmes be affected if
FFSA did not provide food?

FFSA impact on social
service delivery
6%

We would have to
adjust the programme

6%

47%
41%

19%

We would have to
stop the programme
There would be
little change

No

81%

Yes

Other

Our Social Return on Investment (SROI) study
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The SROI calculation was retrospective and limited to
the social, environmental and economic value derived
from FoodForward SA’s Second Harvest, FoodShare and
Warehousing programmes. The SROI calculation was broken
down into four phases: impact mapping, cost allocation,
impact valuation and SROI calculation.

SROI =
R1,628,353,005 / R16,603,729

= 98,07

The SROI of 98,07 indicates
the economic value of FFSA’s
foodbanking model. For every
R1 spent in pursuit of our goals,
R98,07 of social impact
is generated.

The four outcomes of impact mapping of FFSA’s foodbanking
model are:
1. Reduction in carbon emissions
2. Diverted waste from landfill
3. Meals served to the vulnerable
4. Continued support of BOs
Quantitative valuations for each outcome were calculated,
to represent the monetary value of the social benefits. The
Social Return of Investment (SROI) was calculated by dividing
the sum of the social benefits by the total investment in
pursuit of FFSA social goals.

COVID-19 RESPONSE
Sunday, 23 March 2020, was a seminal event in South Africa’s history as the President announced
the start of the gruelling COVID-19 hard lockdown. On 24 March, FFSA MD Andy Du Plessis launched
a R50 million Covid-19 Food Security Appeal, as part of our national COVID-19 Crisis Preparedness
Plan, to mitigate the impact of the pandemic on vulnerable groups.
Armed with a detailed needs list and associated costs, we appealed to all sectors for support.
While the country prepared for an initial 21-day lockdown, FFSA received its essential services
permit on 27 March and we started to rapidly scale our operations.
We fast-tracked our beneficiary organisation (BO) application process, especially for BOs that care
for at-risk groups like the aged, orphans and vulnerable children, people living with HIV/AIDs and TB
patients.
Our COVID-19 food security appeal received overwhelming support, with just over R90 million
raised within 12 months, from both local and international sources. These donations have
enabled us to invest in essential infrastructure and resources, for example, additional
refrigerated trucks, warehouse capacity and staff and increased capacity to collect, store and deliver
surplus and donated non-perishable food products to existing and new beneficiaries across all
nine provinces.

STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS
The Institute of Risk Management South Africa (IRMSA) identified FFSA as their
preferred food security partner in order to minimise the risk of a humanitarian
disaster and civil unrest. Leveraging off their strategic partnerships, 13 other
associations joined the initiative and played a critical role in helping FFSA surpass
the Covid-19 food security appeal target.

FOOD PARCELS TO FAMILIES IN NEED
The food parcel project
was a necessary
departure from our
normal foodbanking
model of only providing
surplus food to BOs for
meal preparation.
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During Level 5, many of our BOs, like early childhood development centres,
community feeding programmes and skills centres could not operate under
hard lockdown restrictions. This situation posed an acute food insecurity crisis,
even starvation, among already vulnerable groups. FFSA therefore identified
and targeted these BOs and provided them with bulk ingredients to make
up food parcels for distribution to vulnerable households. The food parcel
project was a necessary departure from our normal foodbanking model of only
providing surplus food to BOs for meal preparation. Thanks to our generous
food donors which donated bulk food ingredients during the level 5 lockdown, as
well as the generosity of other logistics partners, we were able to respond rapidly
and provide crucial food relief to vulnerable households at a time of heightened
food insecurity.
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SOLIDARITY FUND PARTNERSHIP
Due to our infrastructural capacity, national footprint and ability to verify
recipients, the Solidarity Fund approached FoodForward SA to distribute
86,500 food parcels across the country. In a matter of three weeks, we planned and
executed this massive logistical project. Over 500,000 vulnerable people benefited
from our partnership with the Solidarity Fund.

86,500

Food parcels distributed

500,000+
Beneficiaries

Over 500,000
vulnerable people
benefited from our
partnership with the
Solidarity Fund.

10,4 Million
Meals

COVID-19 RESPONSE
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RAPID SCALING UP

FoodForward SA’s
MD announced our
goal of reaching one
million beneficiaries
daily, across all nine
provinces, by 2024.
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When we launched our five-year strategic plan in April 2019, FoodForward SA’s
MD announced our goal of reaching one million beneficiaries daily, across all
nine provinces, by 2024. The devastating Covid-19 pandemic created the catalyst
for putting in motion our accelerated scaling-up plan and in June 2020, we
undertook our inaugural food distribution trip to Bloemfontein in the Free State.
Shortly afterwards, we undertook our first food distribution trips to the Limpopo
Province, Northern Cape and Mpumalanga. Through this rapid expansion we are
now operating across all nine provinces of South Africa.

July 2020

October 2020

First distribution
in Limpopo

First distribution
in Mpumalanga

June 2020

August 2020

First distribution
in Free State

First distribution
in Northern Cape
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OUR PROGRAMMES

In the period under review, we distributed 7,215 tons of food, which enabled
29 million meals.

WAREHOUSE FOODBANKING
Thanks to our generous food donors, we were able to distribute food from our
Cape Town, Gqeberha, Durban, Johannesburg and Rustenburg warehouses,
uninterruptedly, throughout hard lockdown. We enforced strict COVID-19
protocols at all our branches and have maintained these protocols throughout the
pandemic. During the year under review, our warehouse foodbanking operations
contributed 81% of all tonnage distributed.

During the year under
review, our warehouse
foodbanking operations
contributed 81% of all
tonnage distributed.

Our Programmes
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FOODSHARE
FoodShare is our digital foodbanking platform that virtually connects our
beneficiary organisations to their nearest food retail partner store, for the regular
collection of quality surplus food. For obvious reasons, due to the hard lockdown,
FoodShare did not operate at maximum capacity, thus contributing only 13% to
the total tonnage distributed for the period under review. FoodShare is currently
undergoing exciting upgrades, which will see innovative changes, efficiency
improvements on warehouse management, distribution and BO management.
We are excited that we can further roll out FoodShare with our participating retail
partners so that we can achieve better access to nutritious food for those who
need it.

MOBILE RURAL DEPOTS
We launched our Mobile Rural Depot (MRD) programme in May 2019, with the aim
of addressing rural food insecurity. We select vulnerable rural communities across
South Africa and transport nutritious food provisions using our refrigerated trucks to
each MRD once a month. During the period under review, we launched new MRDs
in Malmesbury, Mahikeng, Strydenburg, Polokwane, KZN South Coast, KZN North
Coast, Klerksdorp, Nelspruit, Komani and Mthatha. As rural poverty worsens, we will
continue to expand this strategic food security programme, thereby deepening our
impact in vulnerable, rural communities.
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OUR MOBILE RURAL DEPOT FOOTPRINT

LIMPOPO
Polokwane

NORTH WEST
PROVINCE

GAUTENG
Nelspruit

Mahikeng

MPUMALANGA

Klerksdorp

NORTHERN CAPE

Empangeni

FREE
STATE

Pietermaritzburg

Strydenburg

KWAZULUNATAL

Margate

Komani

Mthatha

Beaufort West
Malmesbury
Oudtshoorn
Worcester
George
Greyton

East London

EASTERN
CAPE

WESTERN CAPE

Our Programmes
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SECOND HARVEST
Our Second Harvest programme connects us directly with commercial farmers
across South Africa, enabling them to donate their post-harvest surpluses
instead of dumping it. Standard Bank has established a digital fresh produce
marketplace, OneFarm Share, in partnership with HelloChoice and FoodForward
SA. Standard Bank selected FoodForward SA as the OneFarm Share beneficiary,
because of our national footprint, our infrastructure and national network of
beneficiary organisations. The project piloted in KwaZulu-Natal and the Free
State in November 2020 and since then has been rolled out to other provinces.
OneFarm Share has tremendously boosted the nutritious value of our food
basket. In the year under review nearly 90% of total tonnage distributed consisted
of nutritious food.

SCHOOL BREAKFAST PROGRAMME
Our partnership with Kellogg’s spans several years. Their international Breakfast
For Better Days campaign provides much-needed nutrition for food-insecure
school children. Kellogg’s provides milk and cereals to 55,000 primary and
secondary school children in Gauteng, KwaZulu-Natal, the Western Cape and
Eastern Cape. In addition, Kellogg’s also provides noodles to over 1,200 children
attending early childhood development (ECD) centres in KZN and the Western
Cape. FoodForward SA is their implementing partner. During the year under review,
our School Breakfast Programme contributed 6% of total tonnage distributed.
Through our partnership with PepsiCo, we distribute Pioneer breakfast cereals
to schoolchildren in Rustenburg. This partnership enables us to reach just over
19,000 learners in the North-West Province.
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SUPPLY CHAIN YOUTH INTERNSHIP

100%

Completion Rate

To address youth unemployment, while steadily removing the
huge barrier to entry into the supply chain for underprivileged
youth, FoodForward SA set up a TETA-accredited supply
chain internship focusing on warehousing and logistics. We
have so far trained 16 interns and are proud to have absorbed
six formerly unemployed youth into permanent positions at
FoodForward SA.

16

Interns
trained

6

Employed
at FFSA

 NATIONAL FOOD PARCEL
PROGRAMME
Due to the devastating impact of the Covid-19 pandemic,
which is leaving millions of people unemployed, we
established a food parcel programme in partnership with
the Western Cape Department of Health and Pick n Pay’s
Feed the Nation Foundation. The objective of this project
is to reach, through a standardised referral system,
identified and screened individuals whose immune status
are compromised and in whose homes food insecurity is
prevalent. Given the success of this project, we extended
the food parcel relief programme to our BOs that have fulltime nurses, dieticians, social workers etc. who are able to
identify families at risk.

Our Programmes
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OUR BENEFICIARY ORGANISATION
NETWORK

We served a network
of 1,005 beneficiary
organisations (BOs),
which is an increase
of 49% from the
previous year.
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In the year under review, we served a network of 1,005
beneficiary organisations (BOs), which is an increase of 49%
from the previous year. This significant increase is due to the
fast-tracking of BO applications, for especially those serving
at-risk groups, during level 5 lockdown.

THE DEVELOPMENTAL IMPACT OF OUR MODEL
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MONITORING AND EVALUATION

Our donors
support our work
because they trust us
and know that we have
several accountability
measures in place.
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A significant portion of our operational expenses is attributed to the critical
oversight of our BO network. Our donors support our work because they trust
us and know that we have several accountability measures in place. We have
a team of BO-Coordinators that conduct unannounced visits to all our BOs
once per quarter. Non-compliant BOs are blacklisted and removed from our
network, thereby ensuring that the food we provide our BOs only goes to the
intended beneficiaries. In addition, we request our BOs to regularly update their
demographic data. We use this information to determine whether the amount of
food we provide our BOs is adequate. Quarterly BO meetings with all BOs also
ensure that any concerns are addressed and our service delivery is improved.
Due to the pandemic our BO meetings have been conducted virtually.
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CASE STUDIES
Partnering with beneficiary organisations (BOs) that bring about positive change in
our communities is at the core of our efforts at FoodForward SA.

Change Makers Worcester
Change Makers Worcester, one of FoodForward SA’s over 1,000 BOs, is located
in Worcester in the Western Cape. The organisation was established by Erena
van Deventer, a social worker, in 2011 and became an independent non-profit
organisation in 2018. Change Makers Worcester’s mission is to address gang and
drug-related issues holistically so that the affected men can live meaningful lives
and contribute to society.
Their behaviour modification programmes include team buildings, family
reconciliations as well as teaching opportunities and skills training sessions. The
men enjoy learning new skills, working with their hands and making crafts such
as woodwork and jewellery. Apart from screen printing, welding, carpentry and
beadwork, their latest development programme focuses on the making and selling
of cement blocks. Their craftwork are beautiful examples of upcycling projects,
where jewellery is made using recyclable materials.
Says Erena, “Because we’re a residential care facility for ex-gangsters and exaddicts, we provide them with three nutritious meals a day as well as in-between
teatime snacks. The staff also enjoy meals with the men. Vulnerable children from
the neighbourhood, including the men’s own children from whom they have been
separated due to their incarceration, come in for meals too.

Our Beneficiary Organisation Network
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The very act of enjoying nutritious meals together in a safe, dignified environment,
enables these father-child reconciliations.We are not government funded and we
rely on donations and grants to provide in our daily needs and running costs,
therefore we are very grateful for the help we receive from FoodForward SA.”

The Ray Mhlaba Skills Centre

The Centre empowers
young people with the
knowledge and skills
they need to obtain jobs
or to become successful
entrepreneurs.

FoodForward SA strategically supports BOs that create meaningful employment
opportunities for vulnerable youth. About 6% of our BOs are skills development
organisations, through which we reach approximately 74,000 beneficiaries daily.
The Ray Mhlaba Skills Training Centre, in Gqeberha, joined our BO network in
January 2021. The Centre empowers young people with the knowledge and skills
they need to obtain jobs or to become successful entrepreneurs. Their primary
focus is to reduce poverty and unemployment experienced by people aged 18–25
years of age, by offering a variety of SETA-accredited entrepreneurial training
programmes. These include, among others, training programmes that focus
on hospitality, baking, meat cutting, woodwork and upholstery, beauty, early
childhood development, needlework and crafts, as well as homebased caregiving.
In addition to their vocation programme, the Centre enrols all students onto their
Vukuzensele Empower Yourself Personal Development Programme.
Not only are the donations which FoodForward SA provides used for meals, which
serve as incentive for the participants to start and complete their training, but it
also forms a critical part of some of their programmes. Students use the food
during their practical training sessions and then serve their hard work as meals
to their fellow students.
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“Our partnership with FoodForward SA has had a positive impact on our Centre. We have incorporated
an additional component to our Hospitality NQF L4 Professional Cookery programme where students
prepare daily lunches for all students at the Centre. The increased variety of food items has enabled us
to provide varied and nutritional meals which significantly impacts on our students’ well-being. We are
most grateful to be part of the FoodForward SA initiative” (Gemma Ebersohn, Centre Manager, The Ray
Mhlaba Skills Training Centre).

According to the SROI impact study, 81% of our BOs reported that attendance of their ‘nonfeeding’ programmes would be affected if FoodForward SA did not provide them with food.
Our foodbanking model serves as a catalyst for sustainable development and we are grateful
for our partnerships with rehabilitation and skills development centres such as Change
Makers Worcester and the Ray Mhlaba Skills Centre that help us advance the United Nations’
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

Our Beneficiary Organisation Network
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EVENTS AND CAMPAIGNS
FOOD LOVER’S HUNGER MONTH

The 2020 Hunger Month
campaign’s goal to
deliver one million
meals was surpassed by
30,888 meals!
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The Food Lover’s Market Hunger Month campaign, in
May 2020, was very relevant, given that the initiative, the
fourth successive campaign with FoodForward SA as
beneficiary, coincided with the Covid-19 level 5 lockdown.
While the campaign runs during the entire month of May,
Food Lover’s Market donates 1% of their turnover on
28 May – World Hunger Day – towards the campaign. The
Hunger Month campaign exemplifies a very successful
cause marketing model. For every purchase of selected
products, 85c (FoodForward SA’s cost per meal) is donated
to the campaign. Participating products included 1.5 kg bags
of Tru-Cape apples and/or pears, 1.5 l Simpl Juice, 7kg bags
of Crestshelf potatoes, Westfalia avocado boxes and 6kg
bags of ZZ2 tomatoes.
The 2020 Hunger Month campaign’s goal to deliver one
million meals was surpassed by 30,888 meals! Thank you to
Food Lover’s Market and their suppliers for your incredible
partnership!

WORLD FOOD DAY
Each year, on World Food Day, 16 October, we get to share our passion and
commitment to ending hunger with some of our top corporate partners. Although
our efforts were limited due to the Covid-19 pandemic, we were honoured to host
volunteers from FNB and teams from Investec Wealth & Investment, Engen,
PepsiCo (Simba), The Institute of Risk Management South Africa (IRMSA) and
Nedbank at our Cape Town and Johannesburg warehouses. Each team, which
had an hour to sort and pack 60 food boxes containing much-needed staple and
non-perishable food items, as well as sanitary products, helped distribute an
amazing 31,680 meals to beneficiaries.
To make the day even more special, we were treated to a surplus food cooking
demonstration by celebrity chefs Jenny Morris and Pete Goffe-Wood, our newest
brand ambassador.

VOLUNTEERING
We were honoured to have individuals from schools, universities, corporate
teams and other non-profit organisations extend their helping hands to us
through volunteering their time to do food drives. We are grateful for the
time our volunteers put into organising and executing these food drives.
The donations of non-perishable food items go a long way towards helping
us feed the most vulnerable!

EVENTS AND CAMPAIGNS
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THANK YOU, DONORS AND PARTNERS
TOP FOOD DONORS

TOP FINANCIAL DONORS
Anonymous
Foundation

Maitri Trust

Old Mutual Staff
Volunteer Fund Trust
Stella and Paul Loewenstein Charitable and Educational
Trust, administered by Investec Wealth & Investment
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Rachel du Toit Charitable Trust, administered
by Investec Wealth & Investment
The Allan and Gill Gray
Philanthropies

IN-KIND DONORS

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
BOARD OF MEMBERS

Crispin Sonn

Alan Gilbertson

Ulreich Tromp

Roddy Sparks

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Mpho Letlape
Non-executive
Director

Crispin Sonn
Chairman

Andy
Du Plessis
Managing
Director

Ray Singh
Non Executive
Director

Namhla
Skweyiya
Non-executive
Director
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John Lucas
Non-executive
Director

Tshepo ModiseHarvey
Non-executive
Director

Ravi Pillay

Takula Tapela

www.foodforwardsa.org
info@foodforwardsa.org
021 531 5670
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